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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will investigate commutative rings R satisfying the 
following property: 
(7 Every simple flat R-algebra is finitely presented. 
In other words, R satisfies (*) if whenever 1 is an ideal of the polynomial 
ring R[S] such that R[X]/I is R-flat, then I is a finitely generated ideal. The 
problem of characterizing rings satisfying (*) was first raised in [7]. Clearly 
noetherian rings satisfy (*), and it follows from the main theorem in [7] that 
this is also the case for domains. More generally, it is proved in [4] and [9] 
that a ring having only a finite number of minimal primes satisfies (*). 
Recall that a commutative ring S is called an L-!(0)-ring if each finitely 
generated flat S-module is projective [3]. It is shown in [4] that if R satisfies 
(*), then every simple flat R-algebra is an A(O)-ring. In this paper, we will 
show that if the minima1 spectrum of R is compact and if R[s-l] is an A(O)- 
ring for all s E R, then R satisfies (*). FV e will also prove that if R[s-l] has 
only finitely many minimal primes for each zero divisor s E R, then R satisfies 
(*). In Section 2, we give examples to show that each of these theorems is a 
proper extension of the aforementioned theorem of [4] and also to show that 
neither of them characterizes rings satisfying (“). 
Throughout the paper, R will denote a commutative unitary ring and S 
will be an indeterminate. If  I is an ideal of R[&Y], we will write c(l) for the 
ideal of R generated by the coefficients of elements in 1. We will use freely the 
fact [7, Corollary 1.31 that if R[S],il is a flat R-algebra, then c(l) is a pure 
ideal of R, that is, R/c(l) is a flat R-module. Also, we shall use Bourbaki’s 
notation, R,, , for the ring R[a-l]. 
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In this section we prove our two main theorems. In order to isolate the key 
ideas involved in their proofs, we present some preliminary results and begin 
with an adaptation of an argument from [lo, Theorem I]. 
LEMMA 1. Let I be an ideal of R[X] such that c(l) = R and R[X]/I is a 
flat R-module. If  there exists a non zero-divisor y  E R such that IR,[X] is a 
principal ideal of R&X], then I is afinitely generated ideal of R[X]. 
Proof. Let R denote the integral closure of R in its total quotient ring. 
Vasconcelos [lo, p. 1591 has shown that for R[X]/I R-flat, I is a finitely 
generated ideal of R[X] if and only if IR[X] is a finitely generated ideal of 
R[X]. The hypotheses of this lemma clearly remain valid when R and I are 
replaced with R and IR[X], respectively. We may assume therefore, without 
loss of generality, that R is integrally closed. 
Since IRJX] is a principal ideal, there exists f  E I, f  = Cy=, aiXi such that 
for each g E I there is an h E R[X] and a positive integer m such that y”‘g = hf. 
But c(I) = R and so we can find a polynomial g E I with c(g) = R. Therefore, 
there exists an integer m and a polynomial h E R[X] so that y”c(g) = ( y”“) = 
c(h . f) C c(h) . c(f) C c(h). The content formula [7, p. 3791 guarantees the 
existence of an integer K with 
c(f) . [c(h)]“+l = c(f. h) . [c(h)lk or c(f) . c(h) . L -- y’“L 
where L == [c(h)lk. Thus, y--“‘c(f) . c(h) is integral over R since L is a finitely 
generated ideal of R and contains y” which is a non-zero-divisor. Since R is 
integrally closed, c(f) c(h) C (y”) and so c(f) c(h) = (y”“). This implies that 
c(f) is an invertible ideal of R with [c(f)]-’ = y-“[c(h)]. Therefore, 
1 = zy=, biai with bi E [c(f)]-‘. W e c aim that I is generated by {hi = bif}&. 1 
First, to see that hi E I, observe that ymhi = ymbif E I since yn’bi E R and f  E I. 
Being a flat R-module, R[X]/I is a torsion-free R-module. That h, E I now 
follows since y”” is not a zero-divisor of R. To complete the argument it 
suffices to show that for each maximal ideal M of R, there exists an hj with 
hjR,[X] = IR,[Xj. Now there is an integer j so that bjaj $ M and conse- 
quently some coefficient of hj is a unit in R, . For any polynomial p E I, 
yip = qf for some Q E R[X] and some positive integer t. Thus, (ytimbj)p = 
(y”q)b,f = shj where s = ~“9. To simplify notation let d = yt+ntbj . Observe 
that d E R and is a non-zero-divisor of R, since y  is not a zero-divisor of R and 
bjaj is a unit of R,. Therefore, dp E c(s)hiR[X]. Furthermore, cR,(sl.lj) = c~,~(s) 
by the content formula. cRM(s) = dcRM(p) and so dp E dcRM(p) . hjR,[Xj. 
But d is not a zero-divisor in R, and so p E cRM(p) hjRM[X]. It follows that 
IR,\t[Xl = hjR,[X]. 
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LEMMA 2. Let I be an ideal of R[X] such that R[X]/I is R-flat. IfI contains 
a polynomial f whose leading coeJicient a is not a zero-divisor and if R,, is an 
A(O)-ring, then I is afinitely generated ideal of R[X]. 
Proof. IR,,[X] contains the manic polynomial flu and consequently 
R,[X]/IR,,[X] is a finitely generated R,,-module. Since it is also a flat R,- 
module and R, is an A(O)-ring, it is a projective R,-module. Thus IR,[X] is a 
principal ideal of R,,[X] 1,~ [2, Th eorem 21. It now follows from Lemma 1 
that 1 is a finitely generated ideal of R[X]. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that R satisfies 
(i) The minimal prime spectrum of R is compact; and 
(ii) Finitely generatedyat R,-modules are projective for each a E R. 
Then if I is an ideal of R[X] such that R[X]/I is R-flat then I is a finitely 
generated ideal of R[X]. 
Proof. Let fV be the nilradical of R. Since the prime spectrum of R is 
homeomorphic to the prime spectrum of R/N, R satisfies (i) if and only if R/N 
satisfies (i). Also, for each a E R, R,/KR,, is isomorphic to (R/N),+, and so it 
follows from [6, Theorem 5.71 that R satisfies (ii) if and only if R/l\’ satisfies 
(ii). In view of these observations it follows from [4, Proposition 2.31 that we 
may suppose that R is reduced. Moreover, since c(l) is a pure ideal of R, an 
A(O)-ring, c(1) .--- eR with e2 =m- e E R. One checks easily that there is no loss 
of generality in assuming that c(f) -= R. 
The ideal L of leading coefficients of I is not contained in any minimal 
prime ideal of R. For suppose it were and let P be such a prime. Since 
c(l) = R, the exists a polynomial f := xy=, aiXL E I with c(f) .-- R. Now 
P minimal, R reduced implies that PR ,, = 0. Thus, there exists t, $ P with 
t,a,rA = 0. Then t,a,p, EL and so there is a t,-, 6 P with (tnmltn)anml =- 0. 
Continuing in this fashion gives a t $ P with tf  == 0. 
Since L is not contained in any minimal prime of R and the minimal 
prime spectrum of R is compact, there exist g, , g, ,..., g,,, ~1 with leading 
coefficients 6, ,..., b, such that no minimal prime contains (6, ,..., b,,,). Thus, 
if P is any minimal prime of R, there is an integer j so that bj # P and so 
P > Aj , where A, is the annihilator of h, . Since R is reduced, &?, Ai m= 0 
and so R can be embedded in the ring S = R/A, @ ... @ R/A,,, . In fact, 
S is a finite R-module. 
For 1 .<j< m, R, is isomorphic to (R/A,), --lj and so (R/Aj)b,,+.l, is an 
A(O)-ring. Also, since’R is reduced, 6, -+ Aj is’not a zero-divisor m R/A, . 
I f  we denote by?, the image of1in (R/A,)[X], then (R/A,)[X]/I, is (R/A,)-flat. 
Since 6, + A, is the leading coefficient of the image F, of gj in (R!-4j)[X] and 
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gj E jj , it follows from Lemma 2 that ij is a finitely generated ideal of 
(R/A,)[X]. The theorem follows from the descent lemma of [4, Proposi- 
tion 2.51. 
It is important to add that [4, Example 2.21 shows that compact minimal 
spectrum is not sufficient to guarantee (*). 
Remark. If  it were known that each finitely generated faithful ideal of R 
contains a regular element, it would not be necessary to embed R in the 
subdirect sum (R/A,) @ ... @ (R/A,) as is done in the last paragraph of the 
preceding proof. For then the ideal L of leading coefficients of polynomials in 
I would contain a non-zero-divisor and I would be finitely generated by 
Lemma 2. However, it is possible to reduce to this case by tensoring with 
R[Z], 2 an indeterminate. The reason is that R[Z] is a faithfully flat extension 
of R and each finitely generated faithful ideal of R[Z] contains a non-zero- 
divisor. It is, of course, necessary to see that they hypotheses of Theorem 1 
are preserved in passing to R[Z], but the only difficulty encountered is in 
proving that hypothesis (ii) passes to R[Z] and this is an easy consequence of 
Proposition 2 proved in the sequel. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that for each zero-divisor a of R, R, has only a finite 
number of minimal primes. If I is an ideal of R[X] such that R[X]/I is R-jat, 
then I is a $nitely generated ideal of R[Xj. 
Proof, As in the proof of Theorem I, we may assume that R is reduced. 
It is convenient to consider two cases. 
If  R has only a finite number of minimal primes, this is precisely the 
theorem of [4, Theorem 2.41. 
Therefore, we may suppose that R has infinitely many minimal primes. 
We claim that the zero-divisors of R form an ideal, Q, which is necessarily 
prime. For let a, b be zero-divisors of R. Then Ri, and R, contain only a 
finite number of minimal primes and these are in l-l correspondence with 
the minimal primes of R that exclude a and b, respectively. Hence, there must 
be a minimal prime P of R containing both a and b. Thus, a + b E P and so 
a + b is a zero-divisor of R. Clearly, R, is the total quotient ring of R, and 
being quasi-local, it is an A(O)-ring [5, p. 2371. Moreover, since Ro 3 Ru for 
each non-zero-divisor y  E R, R, is an A(O)-ring [5, p. 2371. In particular, 
R is an A(O)-ring. Finally, since c(I) is a pure ideal, it follows that c(I) =: R. 
Hence, I contains a polynomial f = xb, a,Xi with c(f) = R. Fixing 
notation, assume that a, ,..., a,,, are zero-divisors of R and ak is not a zero- 
divisor of R. Let 9 = {P / P is a minimal prime of R and Ps (a, ,..., akAl)}. 
For k + 1 <j < n, Raj has only a finite number of minimal primes. Thus, 
there are only finitely many minimal primes Pl ,..., Pt of R which do not 
belong to .Y. Since R is reduced, R can be embedded in S = (R/P,) @ ... @ 
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(R,‘P,) @ (R/A), vvhere A nPtY P. By [4, Proposition 2.51, it suffices to 
show that the canonical image of I in the polynomial ring over each of these 
rings is a finitely generated ideal. Since each R/Pj is an integral domain, there 
is nothing to do for RIP, [7, Theorem 2.191. It is readily verified that if 
8 = a + A is a zero-divisor in R/A, n t P for some P E .Y’. Furthermore, 
there are only finitely many minimal primes of R excluding n. Since there 
are also only a finite number of minimal prime ideals of R not containing A, 
it follows as above that the zero-divisors in R/d form an ideal of R/A. This 
also shows that the leading coefficient aL ~~ a, + A of the image off in 
(R/A)[X] is not a zero-divisor of R/A. Therefore, (R/A),-, is an .-l(O)-ring. 
It now follows from Lemma 2 that the image of I in (R/A)[X] is finitely 
generated. 
Here, we proceed to provide the examples mentioned in the introduction. 
The purpose of the following example is to construct rings satisfying the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2, yet having infinitely many minimal primes. In 
fact, any prescribed cardinality can be realized as the cardinality of the minimal 
prime spectrum of some ring satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
Moreover, using the fact that the minimal spectrum is Hausdorff. it is easy- 
to verify that the minimal spectrum of a ring satisfying the assumptions of 
Theorem 2 is a discrete space. Thus, the next example shows that there exist 
rings each of whose simple flat extensions is finitely presented, but which do 
not have compact minimal spectrum. 
EXAMPLE I. Let D be a domain and D[{Z,}] the polynomial ring over 11 
in a set of indeterminates {ZaSnEJ. Set R z- D[{ZT}]/({ZBZ,}) for all p, y  E J, 
/3 # y. Let z& denote the coset determined by Za . There exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between J and the minimal prime ideals of R given by 
p - PD ((q]) with y  ;L /3. The zero divisors of R consist of precisely 
those elements of R that belong to the ideal of R generated by all the z?‘s. 
Thus, each zero-divisor of R belongs to all but a finite number of the minimal 
primes of R. So, R,, contains only a finite number of minimal primes for each 
zero-divisor a of R. 
Before giving our next construction, we must detour in order to obtain an 
internal characterization of the property “R, is an A(O)-ring for each element 
x E R.” It is derived from the characterization of A(O)-rings given by Lazard: 
R is A(O) if and only if every closed set in the prime spectrum of R which is 
stable under generisation (P C Q, Q E set implies P E set) is also open [6, 
Theorem 5.71. 
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For convenience, if 2 is a set of prime ideals we write n 2 to mean 
np: fkq. 
PROPOSITION 1. A ring R is an A(O)-ring if and only ;ffor every partition 
2 u 9 of the minimal spectrum of R, (n s&‘) + Q = R for all Q E 2 implies 
that (n 2) + (n 2) = R. 
Proof. (3) Let Z u 2’ be a partition satisfying the hypothesis of the 
right hand side. Then we must show the conclusion is also satisfied. Let A 
be the closure of 2’ in the prime spectrum of R. The hypothesis assures us 
that primes in A are comaximal with those in 2. Hence, A n 2 = + and A 
is stable under generisation. By [6, Theorem 5.71, A is open and therefore its 
complement, which contains 2, is closed. Therefore, 2 n 2 = 4 and 
u-ww-cfv=~. 
Conversely, if A is closed and stable under generisation, we let 2’ = 
A n (minimal spectrum of R) and let 9 be the complement of X in the 
minimal spectrum. If Q E 9, then (n X) + Q = R since the hypothesis on 
-4 guarantees that no prime may contain both of the ideals n 2 and Q. So, 
by hypotheses, (n 2) + ((7 2) = R. It is now apparent that the com- 
plement of A = 2, a closed set. Thus, A is open. 
LEMMA 3. R, is an A(O)-ring if and only if for every partition Z u 3 of 
the minimal spectrum of R, x E ((n 2) + Q)l12 for all Q E dp implies 
x E m ~1 + m -01~. 
Proof. We first note that since there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between minimal primes of R which do not contain x and minimal primes of 
R we may regard the minimal spectrum of R, as a subset of the minimal 
siekrum of R. 
(a). Let 2 u 2 be a partition satisfying the hypothesis of the right 
hand side. Let X’ = X? n (minimal spectrum of R,) and 2 -= 9 n (minimal 
spectrum of R,). Now if x E ((n 2) + Q)riz, x E ((0 2’) + Q)l12 and so 
[(n&Y’) + Q]Rz = R, . Therefore, (n Z’)Rz + QRi, = R, and so 
((7 Z’R,) + QR, = R, . I f  true for all Q E 9, then R, an A(O)-ring implies 
that n &?‘Rz, + n .YRz = R, . It follows that x E ((n 2”) + (0 Y))“‘. 
Therefore, since x is in all remaining minimal primes, x E ((n &‘)+(n Y))1!2. 
(<=). I f  A is closed and stable under generisation in the spectrum of R,. , 
let X’ = .4 n (minimal spectrum of R,), 2” its complement. As in Proposi- 
tion 1, (n &“R,) + QR, = R, for each Q E 9’. Thus, x E ((n X’) + Q)W 
for each Q E 2’. For the remaining minimal primes, those containing X, we 
also have this condition. Therefore, define 9 ---= 2’ u {Q E minimal spec- 
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trum of R j x E Qj and x t ((fl 2’) + Q)‘p for each Q t 9. Our hypothesis 
now gives x E ((0 2’) + (fi 9))ll”. It follows that 
As in Proposition I, this means that A is open as required. We now have 
PROPOSITION 2. R, is an A(O)-ring for each x E R if and only if for each 
partition 8 u Y of the minimal spectrum of R, 
n ((n s) t- ~t)l” = ((0 2) + (n dpjjl”. 
We are now ready for our next example. 
EXAMPLE 2. This is an example of a ring R whose minimal spectrum is 
compact and has the property that R, is an i3(0)-ring for each x E R, but which 
also has infinitely many minimal primes. 
Let K be a field, {ZijiE7 be a collection of indeterminates indexed by the 
integers. Set R = K[{Z,}]/((Z,Z,+I}) f  or each i E Z and let z, be the image of 
Zf in R. 
First, note that if 7 is a subset of the integers such that 7 does not contain 
three consecutive integers and the complement of 7 does not contain two 
consecutive integers, then ((+}) with i E 7 is a minimal prime of R. Moreover, 
each minimal prime of R has this form. 
Next, using Proposition 2, we show that R, is an A(O)-ring for each x E R. 
We do this by fixing a partition, ~9 u 9, of the minimal spectrum of R, 
fixing an x and showing that from x E fiotz (0 ~‘8’) -t Q it follows that 
~E(n~)+(n=!O’J--h e contrapositive of the hypothesis is simply for each 
prime ideal & of R, x $ Q, 0 2 C & implies that for each Q E 3, Q $ Q. 
Therefore, pick some & which satisfies the hypothesis. Observe that x can be 
written as a polynomial in finitely many xi’s say for i E J, a finite set. We wish 
to make & more manageable and so we define an ideal Q* generated by 
{zi 1 zi E & or i $ J]. Q* contains each minimal prime that & does, so clearly 
0 3 C Q*. Furthermore, considering a minimal prime P Z Q and looking 
at 7? =- RIP, we note that Q* is obviously prime. Also, if 7? is the subring of 7? 
generated by {zi / zi occurs in x>, (Q*) CJ 7? C (Q) n 7% Hence, x 6 Q and so 
x #Q*. Therefore, we may apply our hypothesis to Q* and conclude that 
foreachQEEQ$Q*. H ence, each Q E 9, generated by zi’s, contains some 
zi $Q*. n 9 contains nZ,$o * zi =z 3’. ~1 C# Q clearly and so 0 9 $ Q. The 
result now follows. 
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Finally, we show that the minimal prime spectrum of R is compact. In 
fact, we shall show that the total quotient ring of R is regular in the sense of 
von Neumann [8, Proposition 91. We do this by showing that if P is a minimal 
prime and x $ P, then P + xR contains a non-zero-divisor. As above, write x 
as a polynomial in the zi’s; say the zi’s occurring are indexed by /. We may 
assume J contains no index i such that zi E P since this won’t affect P + xR. 
Let 1={;+1,;-1ji~J). Clearly, REP for each ic1 and so 
1’ = ziEI zi E P. Then we claim x + y  is not a zero-divisor. Now R is a union _I 
of noetherian reduced rings and in each of these x + y  is not a zero-divisor, 
being in no minimal prime. Consequently, x + y  is not a zero-divisor of R. 
We conclude with some observations and open questions. 
There is an example in [4] f  o a one-dimensional, reduced quasi-local ring 
(R, fll) which fails to satisfy (*). Ostensibly, the pathology stems from the 
fact that M contains a non-zero-divisor s. However, it is possible to modify 
the construction of Alphonsi [I] to show that this is not the case. There is 
a one-dimensional, reduced, quasi-local ring (RR, M) which is equal to its 
own total quotient ring, but which does not have (*). 
The examples of A(O)-rings that fail to satisfy (*) given in [l] and [4] both 
contain elements whose principal localizations are not A(O)-rings. In fact, it is 
our feeling that unless this property characterizes the rings which satisfy (*), 
no nice characterization exists. Also, we have been unable to settle two 
stability questions. 
( 1) If  R has (*), does R[X] have (*) ? and 
(2) If  R has (*), does each subring of R have (*) ? 
Since the minimal spectra of R and R[X] are homeomorphic, they are 
simultaneously compact. Moreover, since radicals and intersection behave 
well under polynomial extension, it follows from Proposition 2 that R satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorem 1 if and only if R[X] does. Also, since 
f = C a,X E R[X] is a zero-divisor in R[X] if and only if there exists 
0 # Y E R such that rai = 0 for each i, R satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2 
if and only if R[X] does. So, at least for the rings for which (*) can be proved, 
(1) has an affirmative answer. 
It is also verifiable that for S a subring of R, if R satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, so does S. Therefore, in the tractable cases, 
question (2) also has an affirmative answer. 
Note added in proof. W. Vasconcelos has informed us that the second stability 
question raised at the end of this paper has an affirmative answer. It can be deduced 
from L. Gruson’s Sharp formulation of the generic flatness theorem. 
481/40/z-16 
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